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DESIGNER PRODUCTS

 Metal Flake These vinyl films will duplicate the sparkle effect 
you would get from 0.75 mm glitter “jewels” [page 38]. The Silver, 
Gold, Galaxy and Blue are multi-coloured and show “jewels” in blue, 
green, orange and yellow. The Red shows tones of red.

Metal Flake                     width       code        per m    10+      45.7 m+
Metal Flake Silver      610 mm     DES0011     £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Metal Flake Gold        610 mm     DES0012    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Metal Flake Galaxy     610 mm     DES0013    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Metal Flake Red        610 mm     DES0014    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Metal Flake Blue        610 mm     DES0015    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05

Glow Efx This vinyl film gives 
a soft green luminous glow which 
lasts for several minutes.

Glow Efx                     width       code        per m    10+ 45.7 m+
Glow Efx                610 mm     DES0005   £16.96   £15.25 £12.75

Mosaics The mosaics in 
these vinyl films measure 5 x 5 
mm. These films have a coloured 
holographic effect especially in 
Silver, Gold, Blue and Fluo Green. 
The Red shows tones of red. 

Mosaics                    width       code        per m    10+  45.7 m+
Mosaic Silver           610 mm     DES0022    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Mosaic Gold             610 mm     DES0023    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Mosaic Red             610 mm     DES0024    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Mosaic Blue             610 mm     DES0025    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Mosaic Fluo Green      610 mm     DES0026    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05

Smooth There is a very slight 
ripple effect to the Smooth films 
duplicating a beaten metallic 
surface. Silver and Gold are 
sold in both 610 mm and 1.3 m 
widths.

Smooth                     width       code        per m    10+ 45.7 m+
Silver                   610 mm     DES0001    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Gold                    610 mm     DES0002    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Red                    610 mm     DES0003    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Silver                   1.37 m       DES0027    £15.15    £13.65 £11.15
Gold                    1.37 m       DES0028    £15.15    £13.65 £11.15

Diamond Plate Silver 
Just what you need if you want to 
evoke industrial metallic stairs or 
flooring. 

Diamond Plate Silver           width       code        per m    10+  45.7 m+
                    610 mm     DES0010    £7.60     £6.65 £5.05

Designer Products
Welcome to our range of designer films: a clean and cost effective way 
to add sparkle to your set, duplicate an industrial setting, or evoke a 
ghostly luminous glow. These films are vinyl and can be applied to flat 
and slightly curved surfaces. They are hot-embossed to produce deeper 
and more defined patterns. Intended for indoor use, with proper care 
and handling they offer an indefinite indoor life. Coated in a permanent 
pressure sensitive water-based clear acrylic adhesive they will adhere 
to a wide variety of substrates. They present a low-tack surface which 
allows for easy readjustment. Adhesion to steel: 2.8 N/10 mm. On more 
difficult surfaces we would recommend using Spray Mount [page 125] 
to supplement the adhesive. Spray the substrate, not the vinyl film, and 
allow to dry before positioning. The face film is 65 microns, with adhesive 
it is 90 microns. The release liner is one-side coated 143 g/m2 kraft paper. 
Available by the metre or in a 45.7 m roll. 
 It is possible to print on these films using screen print, digital print and 
offset inks formulated for pressure sensitive vinyl films.

Samples If you would like a closer look at these products 
we have samples that we will happily send to you.

METAL FLAKE

MOSAICS

SMOOTHS

DIAMOND PLATE

Metal Flake Silver  DES0011 Metal Flake Gold  DES0012

 Metal Flake Galaxy  DES0013 Metal Flake Red  DES0014

Metal Flake Blue  DES0015

Mosaic Silver  DES0022

Smooth Silver  DES0001

Diamond Plate Silver  DES0010

Mosaic Gold  DES0023

Smooth Gold  DES0002

Mosaic Red  DES0024

Smooth Red  DES0003

Mosaic Blue  DES0025

Mosaic Fluo Green  DES0026

GLOW IN THE DARK

Glow Efx  DES0005
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Textured Metallics 
Highly effective representations of metallic processes. The Matte 
Silver is a good match for an acid etched surface while the Florentine  
Leaf would evoke a  surface that has been worked into with a fine tool. 
The Fine Brush and Carbon Fibre Galaxy have a more industrial feel. 
Matt Silver and Fine Brush are sold in both 610 mm and 1.37 m widths.

Textured Metallics              width       code        per m    10+ 45.7 m+
Carbon Fibre Galaxy   610 mm     DES0004   £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Matt Silver              610 mm     DES0006   £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Florentine Leaf          610 mm     DES0007    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Fine Brush              610 mm     DES0009   £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Matt Silver              1.37 m       DES0029    £15.15    £13.65 £11.15
Fine Brush              1.37 m       DES0030    £15.15    £13.65 £11.15

Lens These vinyl films represent the 3D look of glass lenses in a 
highly reflective metallic finish. Each lens is 33 x 33 mm.

Lenses                      width       code        per m    10+ 45.7 m+
Lens Silver              610 mm     DES0016    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Lens Gold               610 mm     DES0017    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Lens Galaxy             610 mm     DES0018    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Lens Red                610 mm     DES0019    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Lens Royal Blue        610 mm     DES0020    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05
Lens Raspberry         610 mm     DES0021    £7.60    £6.65 £5.05

Mirrors A variety of reflective surfaces in a metallised plastic 
format. Although the rigid mirror is certainly thicker than the thin 
mirror it is not exactly rigid - which is how we can sell it by the roll! 
We would recommend Display Mount to glue smaller areas and Flints 
Cyclorama Glue [page 121] for larger areas. Care must be taken to 
ensure that the Cyclorama glue surface is smooth before applying 
the mirror. Rolling the wet glue with a damp short hair roller will 
assist. Regrettably Rosco have discontinued almost all their mirrors, 
but we have plenty of stocks. The Thin Gold & Silver mirrors are not 
discontinued but now fall under their gels range, however for simplicity 
we list them here. Note the size and code change though!

Mirrors     roll size     code    price
Flexible Mirror  1.22 m x 9.15 m  ROS390602   £90.00
Rigid Gold   1.35 m x 9.15 m  ROS393002   £130.00
Rigid Silver   1.30 m x 9.15 m  ROS393102   £130.00
Thin Gold    1.22 m x 7.62 m  ROS3814    £46.25
Thin Silver   1.22 m x 7.62 m  ROS3813    £46.25

Sadly the Silver Shrink Mirror is a dead duck! We are on the 
hunt for another supplier, and have been looking all over the world. If 
you know where we can source this wonderful stuff do let us know. 
We’d love to stock it again. 





LENSES

TEXTURED METALLICS

Carbon Fibre Galaxy  DES0004 Matte Silver  DES0006

Florentine Leaf  DES0007 Fine Brush Silver  DES0009

Lens Royal Blue  DES0020

Lens Silver  DES0016 Lens Gold  DES0017

Lens Galaxy  DES0018 Lens Red  DES0019

Lens Raspberry  DES0021

MIRRORS
ROSCO MIRRORS


